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Testament 82
your day* - when confronted by the reaper and your “faith” is tested.
recompense* - suffer their dues and be set free.
bound* - you have a karmic debt.
found* - the reaper will find you and cause you pain.
found*- this God's message needs be understood and heeded.
Testament 83
did it* - went to his death “as a lamb to the slaughter” as a demonstration.
Testament 84
change tack* - change direction.
bound* - God's law is "immutable" and cannot be 'voided' by God.
Testament 85
flesh* - a white skin.
colour* - intermingles easily with men of all races.
open up* - more quickly now seeks its retributive fulfillment under God's law.
fall* - daily sinners who heed not the call of "Only love and be forgiving to all.".
am I true* - my wisdom I give to all races on earth.
Testament 86
eastern friends* - eastern cultures.
Testament 87
how do you do* - the implications of negative emotions on this earth plane.
Testament 90
His men* - simple Godly folk.
servants* - ministers of religion.
Testament 91
not stand aloof* - continue to abide in God’s word when confronted by evil brethren.
Christians be*- those truly being peaceful and caring to all.
dispose* - cleanse out their inner sin which is a part of the satanic force.
Testament94
bowls* - your spirit soul
Testament 95
player* - invisible “attaching” evil spirit.
tune*- negative scenario.
dancer*- the one in the flesh acting out the thoughts.
incorrectly* - contrary to God’s command.
Testament 96
FINAL PLAY* - our "act" we play out before God as we face our past at the reaper's hand. In
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which we can either be the "sufferer" paying our dues, or the "destroyer" abusing the other,
and thus showing God the colour of our seed.
Testament 97
DEVIL* - epitome of evil projected through men.
BURN* - inflict pain upon us.
stupidly* - blind arrogance and negative projection.
until released* - pounded into submission.
unsound* - insane unreasoning men.
night* - the time a soul walks in ignorance.
Testament 98
FOLLOW ME* - abide in God’s call of peace through me.
His men* - those who believe His message is true & do His will.
see* - understand the new understanding ref dark/light.
Testament 101
as one be* - free of inner sin, only pure light within my soul.
poor soul* - arrogant sinner.
tail* - see the results of his past bad behaviour.
Testament 102
long ago* - in my prior incarnation as the man ‘Jesus.’
no sunshine* - no bright or happy days.
Testament 104*
cyclones* - irresistible force of negative energy.
swell* - one “caught up” in rising negative emotions.
break* - the emotion “erupts” uncontrollably.
rake* - overpowers the mind.
mate* - link into our minds.
sects* - groups, separated from God’s truth by their false shepherds.
sick* - mentally disturbed as they are controlled by darkness.
Testament 105
friend* - an ignorant insincere acquaintance.
message* - understanding the contents of this book.
hear* - get to comprehend.
Testament 106
bleed* - are being abused by others.
used* - previously allowed darkness to flow through them, and abused others.
naturality* - believe that negativity is a permanent state within them.
sides* - essence of love and hatred, light and dark.
withdraw* - call its own unto itself.
suck-up* - be a channel for the dark energy flow.
Testament 107
untangle the weave* - sort out the truth from the deceit.
made* - the first-born of God.
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Testament 108
underhand* - the essence of darkness.
SOULS* - spirits in spirit, and in the flesh.
I DID BIND* - my essence of darkness contaminated their souls as they use it.
SPOKEN* - verbally and physically abused you.
darkness* - negative emotions within them.
charms* - horrible tools of their trade, resulting in pain.
Testament 109
impress* - fill our spiritual depths with light.
stand* - essence of God.
burn* - feel pain.
mean* - the aggressive darkness.
lower* - the darkness, Hell.
giving* - its lending of itself, and it “returns” to itself
through us in our suffering.
flack* - aggression and destruction.
place* - the whole of your soul.
undressed* - their reason and sanity fails them.
Testament 112
rainy day* - the day that the whole world is suddenly
plunged into disorder.
Testament 116
rainy days* - days of trials and tribulation.
on the run* - all minds troubled, anxious, & retributive in unforgiveness.
only 'soul' * - God's Light energy in totality
sinful breed* - evolving souls who as yet are sinning.
taken on* - soul infused with some negative emotions at birth into this world.
knobbled and knurled* - those yet filled with hate and thus unforgiving.
Testament 117
storm outride* - outride destructive negative thoughts of self and others..
clouded womb* - a mother whose soul is yet sinful.
Testament 119
house* - church of man or family home.
Testament 123
stalk* - examine it closely from every angle so as to be
able to expose it to you.
fight* - struggle mentally against negative thoughts and feelings that are trying to overpower
you.
Testament 124
reel* - stagger, due to the weight of your suffering.
Testament 125
then* - as your shepherd, God’s voice on earth.
key* - the only one who knows the pure truth.
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pull through* - walk through their reaping process and become spiritually free.
Children* - daughters and sons of God.
speak again* - bring God’s wisdom down to earth.
below* - twilight and dark levels.
strong* - the strength to remain kind and non-retaliatory in any situation.
slow* - give you a justification to deny the light and fight.
Testament 126
old* - weariness as I feel the suffering grow.
shut up shop* - become a recluse and complete the editing of this book.
final truth* - my revelation that it is I the messiah and that God is both light & dark- positive
& negative.
Testament 127
men* - men and women on earth in the flesh.
their pen* - guided by the wisdom from the light.
coming through* - telepathically inspiring me.
run* - days of terror and darkness.
on a cloud* - the actual man visible in the sky for all to see, the reality being that it is the
message elevated up for all to view.
poor* - spiritually weak.
Testament 128
bleeds* - weep for the suffering observed.
blinded* - overpowered by negative thoughts that give you
a reason to abuse others.
Testament 129
thinking* - having heeded and believed the false beliefs of man.
pull through* - save them, by your positive deed and inspiration,
and passing on this wisdom.
Testament 130
see the dove* - meet the Christ soul in the “flesh” of the spirit once you reach heaven.
Testament 132
take* - exert force to obtain, heeding no plea.
think* - cannot see reason, nor be reasoned with.
fall* - do the wrong thing.
prove* - join as one.
undone* - flows freely.
lowly forces* - negative emotions.
Testament 139
guidance of men* - wrong counsel of man through their misguided belief.
Testament 140
mock* - to openly flaunt untruth in God’s sight.
hex* - to 'spell-bind' hypnotically by a false impression, through implanting a seed of
untruth.
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TALL* - the light.
fall* - the darkness.
BREAD* - your deeds.
down* - come from heaven.
reach up* - emanate from hell.
drown* - engulf you.
Testament 146
The hirelings* - ministers of religion.
lose* - wasteful unnessary expenditure.
Testament 147
say* - talk of God’s Word.
Testament 148
tack* - commence heeding God.
masts boom* - the reaper.
dross* - man’s retaliatory ways.
Testament 151
make it* - pass your test.
Testament 154
sit them astride* - control their actions.
playpen* - this temporary earthly realm
Testament 155
unwind* - purge them of their dark emotions.
Testament 1567
street* - available for sexual intercourse and/or other favors in exchange for money.
way* - that they do.
say* - nature of verbal and physical communication.
Testament 167
follow* - heed.
Testament 167
tail* - a simple man of little 'primary' schooling.
Testament 168
peaceful* - non-retaliatory & respectful.
Testament 169
has been* - has been and still is.
wisdom* - false belief.
Testament 171
receivers* - your mind receiving telepathic input from outside its own consciousness.
Testament 175
spell* - imperviousness.
out of reach* - mental block to our soul memory bank.
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state* - volume of darkness within.
sin bin* - the place within that contains the sin.
Testament 176
come back* - each time I reincarnate into this world.
give in* - giving in to overriding thoughts and accompanying sinful emotions.
Testament 179
say* - verbally or physically abuse.
take* - steal forcefully.
rake* - the darkness impresses its demands upon their soul.
Testament 180
whisperings* - devious misleading thoughts.
clear* - removed out by God’s love.
dishonest* - ungodly act.
indulgences* - the false belief of man that a minister of religion can for a sum of money give a
“remission of God’s Law” and thus avoid the law of “you reap at the hands of a reaper for all
misdeeds.”
entrap* - deceive you.
rap* - make you suffer.
fiery flack* - burning pain.
Testament 186
living God* - The Word of God made manifest in this realm by Jesus.
The message* - God's Word.
Testament 188
frost* - distorted reasoning.
lost* - entrapped mentally.
income* - negative thought input.
Testament 189
wolf* - cunning dangerous person.
lamb* - gentle loving soul.
charm* - ways.
virginity* - purity of soul.
spoil* - stain with darkness.
sit* - your suffering as you reap what you sowed.
space* - your consciousness.
blind* - deny God’s call and abuse others.
stain* - flood with darkness.
clear* - abusing none.
Testament 190
oppressor* - one abusing you.
say* - manner of living.
Testament 193
sin bin *- the space containing the essence of sin within.
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Testament 194
found* - only feelings of love within.
Testament 196
part* - one departs from the fleshly body.
fresh start* - releases their soul from the flesh.
flirt* - enjoyed allowing darkness through them.
this time* - mortally abused and leaves the flesh.
boy* - boy or girl child.
messengers* - avengers in the flesh.
Testament 202
back door* - the painful hard way through eternal fire.
make* - reach.
fuel* - energy to fuel the eternal flame.
duel* - energy conversion.
spark* - God-head.
Testament 206
souls tall* - enlightened women and men.
mist* - invisible dark energy flow.
song* - negative thoughts.
Testament 209
raise from the dead* - spiritual elevation from realms of darkness into realms of light.
Testament 210
fathom out* - find the answer to.
look in your eye* - weave its powerful thoughts within your mind.
blind* - confused and irrational.
Testament 211
bite* - access of negative thoughts.
sting* - seduce through devious thoughts.
maiden's bonnet* - the darkness can seduce you so subtly that it 'looks' as innocent as a
maiden wearing a 'sun' hat.
Testament 212
became* - consciously understood.
eyes* - its face visible and observed its treasonable thoughts.
"see"* - mentally converse with.
spell* - its power to convince one to its truth.
wares* - devious intent.
chair less* - cast themselves out (become outcasts) for doing wrong in God’s eyes.
flop* - falls into deeper darkness.
Testament 214
Seal* - the “Crab” the mark of the spiritual hermit.
clown* - the devil 'hiding' in the disguise of a happy grinning clown.
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Testament 215
give* - release positive or negative energy.
shout* - arrogant cry.
Testament 221
lie,* - join in sexual union.
Testament 230
crucified* - suffer at the hands of others.
went* - retaliated not.
Testament 231
"break,"* - punish in full measure.
Testament 232
dark* - the rising up of emotions of sin within.
spark* - the divine core of love within.
Testament 233
water* - wisdom.
stand* - abide in IT and you will be saved
my* - my limited earthly consciousness.
Testament 234
feelings* - negative emotions.
Testament 235
arse* - expose their past misdeeds.
face* - the Kingdom of Heaven.
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~ The STAR OF BETHLEHEM ~
The ‘Morning Star’ meditation prayer.
Children can say:
I see the Star of Bethlehem high up above
brilliant and beautiful and filled with God’s love
I see a white light shining down from this star
cleansing through my body with its power from afar
wonderful Jesus please now be with me
fill me with light and set my soul free.
Adults can say:
Jesus, I see your shining Star, Jesus be with me
Jesus please help me and save me
People of any race or creed may use either of the above prayers or say:
Creator of the Heavens - Mother of love*
I see your Star shining above
please cleanse my mind with all your love
so that I may heed your call of peace from above
Note: 'Mother of love'* - you may choose to say: 'Father of love'
If any one of these meditation prayers is said three times a day, then slowly but surely the
ARK of the mind is built, giving us an inner mental cleansing and strengthening that lessens
the invisible power of negative thought.
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I repeat, do it from today, before your mind is out of control, and become stronger within.
With this inner strengthening we will find ourselves calmer in the face of adversity, and
more able to remain in control of our actions as our dark sin surfaces within, as it is drawn
up and out by God’s Grace.
This meditation is the key to the "well-spring" of inner love, the eternal flame of light and
love within each soul, enabling it to flow more easily, allowing healing of the spirit soul to
occur, thus over time "easing" the whole being on all levels. The star prayer is a sincere
communion prayer between a person and the Creator, and/or recognition of the true
message of "Peace and good will unto all" sent by God via Jesus.
It is not a prayer to be forced upon any, nor is it one that becomes a ritualised public one. It is
the individual and personal thrice daily confirmation of ones commitment to the external
expression of 'Peace unto all.'
It is best to seek 'communion' direct with God within as you think of the pure white star, and
in earnest say or think the words of the prayer as you remember all that is required of you to
be mentally strong, so that you can stay within the positive Light side of God's Law
throughout the day, by being peaceful, merciful, compassionate and forgiving in all
situations, and to not fight back in self defense, as peacefulness is the true and only way to
Salvation.
Naturally mothers and fathers can and should sit quietly with their young children once or
twice a day or more, and help them by saying the prayer with them, and discussing the
reasons for saying it as they ask how their day went, and to help them calm their fears.
Once the Star prayer has been said by you then you may say this to our Creator:
I am NOW filled with thy divine Love.
That IS your mighty cleansing Power.
That IS your Love.
That IS your Wisdom of your Word of "Peace NOT the Sword."
I am now glorified by thee - so must it BE.
I WILL become stronger each day as I 'bow' to your loving Command, and as I go my way I
will now extend mercy, compassion, and forgiveness to all that I meet, and I will tell all of
your message that stands tall on the Internet street.
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~ About the Star prayer ~
Why does the Star prayer lead the way and stand 'ahead' of any other prayer given before
today? And what is the 'reason' or need to it say?
Principally, because it is God sent to all on earth and to all spirit people in spiritual Realms
beneath Heaven, and it accompanies the God sent 'leaven,' being the fresh revelation of pure
truth by God's dove.
Principally, because it is God sent to all on earth, and to all spirit people in spiritual Realms
beneath Heaven, and it accompanies the God sent 'leaven,' being the fresh revelation of pure
truth by God's dove that exposes the full 'nature' of the Source, God.
The world is becoming more insane by the day and by night, and everyone is 'gearing up' for
the eternal FIGHT, and everyone is finding a reason to justify their denial of the Command of
the Light of God to go their way in peace, and multitudes now are becoming 'disturbed'
mentally and find no surcease from their troubled minds and flesh being tortured and
'dislocated' from within from psychic attack.
I am a teacher of spiritual truth and the truth I now reveal is that there is an 'invisible to man'
Alien race of dark and demonic spirit forces that are telepathically invading the psyche of
man with the intent to keep man 'focused' on endlessly roaming 'here or there' or, locked into
selfish ways and material gain and, - - - worst of all these invisible forces plan to and do turn
man against man and destroy everything and, - - - drag the souls of those they use down into
the underworld as they leave their 'flesh' in the dust.
Yes, it is 'Armageddon of the mind,' being the final 'battle' for the soul of man as thoughts
kind v/s unkind will determine the ultimate 'fate' of this inhuman race that seem to live in
total ignorance of God's "Go your way in peace and love one another" Command, as well as
total ignorance of the absolutely 'Just' "As you sow so shall ye reap" Law of God, and anyone
that loses control of their mind to dark thoughts will become very callous, cruel and
mercilessly unkind to others, and they will suffer the consequence.
As one 'says' the Star prayer it releases Light from within, and it lessens the 'mental &
emotional' impact upon one emanating from 'dark' spirit Realms below, for negative
thoughts are thrust 'up' into our minds, and ones negative emotions are 'compounded' from
spirit persons below.
When you say: 'Jesus' or Mother or Father - - - I see your shining Star,’ you are
acknowledging the fresh wisdom sent from afar as contained in this text and 'basically'
within the 'Brief Summary' of the message, and the importance of forgetting past 'injustices'
that offended you, and seeing that forgiveness and peace is the personal 'attribute' needed by
you to pass your final test is imperative. For if you retaliate verbally or physically in the face
of adversity, you 'may or will' be late for Heaven.
Lift up your eyes from the dust of yesteryear, and see the Star of love beckoning you above.
When you say the Star prayer, you are acknowledging to God that the message from God
you see, and that you are trying to comply with it.
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When you say the Star prayer it reminds you of the singular Law of God:
"As you sow so shall ye reap - or - as you do is done unto you," (Good or bad) and if you say
or do anything negative to others, rest 'assured' that it will ahead be done unto you, and if
you 'presently' suffer at the hands of others then it is your spiritual due, and all that is
required of you to 'clear' that 'due' is to stay calm and NOT retaliate, and thus you are true to
God and your own soul.
When you say the Star prayer it impacts upon every invisible lost spirit in other realms
linking-in to your vibration, and it helps them to be steadier and thus true to themselves, and
it assists them to resist the 'tempting' thoughts that incite them to fight or interfere
telepathically with you.
When you say the Star prayer you are acknowledging that I am God's messenger and that
my message is true for you, and you 'hope' that its meditation power will pull you safely
through the valley of the shadow of death into the Light of Heaven.
You will only become totally free from psychic attack when God has purged you of your
inner Sin. (negative emotions within)
Every 'spirit' created and living in the light that defied God and 'supped' on the fruit of the
tree of evil 'fell' from grace and was banished from that paradise. For the moment any spirit
uses the dark energy essence of God (forceful, malevolent & destructive) energy it instantly
energised the seeds of darkness within them, and at the same moment that 'vibration' draws
them instantly out of the light of heaven into the next level down, and over time and more
time they go further down and away from the Light until such a time as now when with
God's Wisdom man can make an effort to help themselves using the Star prayer.
For the 'time' that the dark emotions remain within your soul you will be unable to fully halt
negative thought intrusion into your mind but you must ensure that 'dark' thought does not
turn into dark deeds. (Actions) We are on earth at this time to reach down into the darkness
where zillions need education. You will be seeding their minds also with fresh truth as you
read my message from God for they link in to your mind telepathically as explained within
my sacred texts.
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~ Discontent and its Management ~
What is the cause of discontent? Does ‘unhappiness’ cause our discontent or does discontent
cause unhappiness? The cause of all discontent is the ‘nature’ of sinful emotions within (fear,
anger, criticism, hatred, vanity, pride, jealousy, vindictiveness etc.) and, - - - what needs to be
seen is that these emotions (emotional feelings) are ‘of’ the Dark aspect of the Source, God
What also needs to be seen is that no person having these emotions within them are able to
find ‘contentment’ or happiness from any direction, for if the focus of their happiness
(another person) is ever seen as being in ‘default’ then the emotions ‘hum’ and discontent is
found and due to the unforgiving nature of the Dark, IT cannot be “satisfied.”
Note: nature of the Dark – The Dark is negative energy that is eternally ‘restless,’
discontented, merciless, cruel, vindictive and unforgiving.
How does one begin to ‘manage’ their discontent or equally, why should they? If you do not
make the effort to try, then due to the verbal or physical expression of condemnation of the
other, one draws in more dark energy and through this their discontent grows. One can only
begin to ‘manage’ and therefore ‘control’ their own dark feelings when they stop focusing on
others and their ‘darkness.’
Ask yourself “Am I the centre of the universe”? I answer: “No, you are not. You are the centre
of yourself but, within that centre is the energy of God.”
Therefore one can begin to focus in on one’s self, and not on the one that offended us, but on
God and the Dark energy of God within us. For only thus can we begin to see that there will
never be any ‘peace’ and happiness until one focuses on the needs of God’s Command and
its reference to the Positive (Light & benign) energy of God within us.
God did us breed and God can destroy our ‘seed.’
God ‘bore’ us for the purpose of HIS happiness and delight.
When we are unhappy and ‘fight’ then in His eyes we are no longer a ‘delight’ and HE does
all he can to remove us from His light. His ‘darkness’ eggs us on to be it in action in our
interactions so that it can take us down out of His sight.
Ask yourself: Am I born to be happy or unhappy, and I answer: ”You are born to be a delight
in God’s sight, therefore, stop focusing on the error of other’s ways and focus on what God commands,
yes in reference to your ways.” Once you have satisfied God that you are in conformity to His
“Love one another and go in peace and be forgiving, compassionate and merciful” then, - - - His light
will slowly but surely purge you of your inner ‘restless’ dark emotions so that you can begin
to return to His sight in Heaven where all are happy because they sup on God’s leaven.
Do not ‘focus’ on anybody. Focus on God each day as you say the Star Prayer sent your
way, and show God that you ‘bow’ in submission to His holy word and forgivingly you lay
down your verbal and material sword and you become ONE that has begun your return to
sanity, happiness, freedom and heaven.
Understanding the reasons for the Star prayer and saying it assists you to THINK CLEARLY.
What is the 'incentive'? The incentive is the attainment of a pure soul so that you can find
peace of mind, eternal happiness, and content of spirit through Salvation.
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To attain this goal you need to keep trying, for in fact in reading my Testament and saying
the Star prayer, you are making a mental and emotional preparation for BATTLE, being the
battle for your soul, being the battle in your mind of thoughts kind v/s thoughts cruel that
would use you to be merciless, critical, condemning, vindictive and destructive, and thus
sealing your fate in Hell forever.
This coming TRIAL is the last chance for mankind to make amends with God and change
their warring ways to peaceful ways.
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~ The SOUL of man ~
You are PRIMARILY a spiritual being full of LIGHT and this positive and benign creative
energy is the CORE of your soul, and its 'activity' is always benign, creative, giving of itself,
loving and peacefully expressive.
When ITS 'energy' is active and flowing your thoughts are always positive and your
interaction with others is in conformity to God's Command of "Peace & mercy & compassion
& forgiveness unto all."
Your spiritual being becomes 'contaminated' with Dark and thus negative energy due to your
arrogance or ignorance or, by false doctrine imposed by the beliefs of your forebears and
texts in books written prior to your birth that you now accept as truth and normal when in
fact they are not.
Once your inner Light has been contaminated by DARK emotions of anger, fear, hatred,
jealousy, criticism, revenge, etc., then your daily activity can become or is at times contra
God's Command and, - - - added to this problem, if your negative conduct towards others is
being dictated to you by others or by text in 'legislation' or false ideological belief, then at that
'time' you are not exercising your own inner Light and ITS 'conscience,' for you are exercising
the 'unconscionable' Dark energy.
What you need to do in order to become spiritually free of Dark energy within you and free
from its influence over you through your mind and emotions is:
1 - Understand that the Dark energy of God can only be removed from your soul by God's
Light energy with its 'purging' cleansing power.
2 - Understand that as long as dark emotions are within you, situations will occur that
'trigger' the dark and you must accept that you are at that moment feeling ITS 'nature' e.g.
jealousy, hatred, anger, criticism, fear etc.
3 - Understand that when dark emotions are being felt that your mind is being telepathically
interfered with from the Source of darkness having the intent of forcing you to defy God's
'Peace and Love' Command and be ITS 'agent' and to thus control, interfere, or injure some
other or yourself.
4 - Understand that in order to maintain your sanity and conformity to God's Command, you
need to protect your mind against this attempted telepathic subjugation of your mind, and
fortify your mind against its power by building the 'ARK of the mind' using God's Light
when saying the Star prayer.
5 - Understand that in order to reprogram your false indoctrination with truth you must
daily read, read, read the Testament of Truth, so that it becomes easier to conform to God's
"peace" code of conduct command when you are faced by adversity.
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~ The 'ARK' of the Mind ~
I write a few words to assist you in seeing a spiritual reality that is similar to the materiality
that exists on this realm, for an 'Ark' is a 'vessel' in which one shelters something, and in the
earthly sense, Noah's Ark sheltered its occupants against turbulent waters.
Had the Ark been poorly built, and its 'timbers' not caulked properly, the pressure of the seas
beneath would have entered into the Ark and slowly but surely, and 'quicker & quicker' it
would have been dragged down into the depths to disappear, as did the supposed
'invincible' Titanic.
It is I to show you that your minds are also subjected to invisible pressure from below, being
the ingress of dark deceptive telepathic thoughts that seek to flow in and overpower your
reason, so that you slowly but surely, and 'quicker & quicker' give in to them, and either
abuse others or yourself. Either way results in your spirit soul being dragged into the
darkness in the after life.
The 'caulking' of the timbers of the Mind is done with Light, and as you thrice daily say the
Star prayer, and also fortify your mind with the sacred wisdom from my pen, you become
less 'controlled' by the overpowering thoughts and emotions that make you 'sin,' being the
abuse of others in some way.
There are very turbulent times soon to be seen in every land, and only those with strong
minds will be able to remain peaceful and respectful towards the 'insane' that will be
arrogant and vain. Do not give in and 'sin.' Caulk your mind with truth and love, this way
your spiritual 'ship' will survive and you will live in Paradise.
Please remember that this prayer is for all mankind of any race or past religion. The new
'religion' soon to replace all 'old' is simply the ideology of peace & love as exists in Heaven
above.
I write a few more words, being that any person that fails to fortify their mind as given by me
will become 'bound' mentally by invisible dark forces, and once 'possessed,' they will cause
an immense amount of destruction that will become their painful return due and, - - - they
will then fall into the Abyss for being untrue.
Faith is not a 'weapon,' it is the true believers inner spiritual strength that enables her or him
to stay steady and calm within the 'bounds' of the "Peace" code of conduct commanded by
the Creator when faced by adversity or death. It is I to now ring the final bell as the last
'battle of the mind' begins.
Remember, spiritual freedom requires "Purity of the heart," and this implies a mental and
emotional state wherein your are free from the 'Sin' of vindictiveness, vengeance etc., that
causes you to go forth critically, mercilessly and punitively as you bring others to account for
their misdeeds.
The "Purity of the heart," state is only attained by the Grace of God aided by you as you daily
"practice - practice - practice" keeping focused upon what you are trying to do, which is to be
a "Delight" in God's sight as your 'motive' becomes one in which you are kind, benign,
loving, peaceful, compassionate and forgiving, and you serve your God by ONLY permitting
His Light to work and shine forth through you upon ALL the true and the untrue.
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You need to re-educate yourself about what is "right action" in the eyes of God, for there is no
point saying any 'prayers' to aid in your salvation until you have read the "Blasphemy &
the spiritual consequence of ACTION" document in Book 2 of 9 as this will
'reprogram' the contents of your mind.
As you change your ways then God will purge your soul, and ahead one day you will see the
face of God in the Light of Heaven as you dance in happiness and you are a delight in His
sight.
Remember Christ’s truth: "Go in peace," it is the only way.
FORGIVENESS - COMPASSION - COURAGE - MERCY – FAITH
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~ THE six-pointed 'Christ' STAR ~
The meaning of the Six-Pointed Star, the Star of 'Hope'
The True Star of David represents the spiritual 'shield' against evil as given by God through
Christ. Being that all that rely on God's Word of Peace, and wield no Sword, will find inner
& external peace and spiritual freedom.
The Six pointed Star Venus the morning and evening Star symbolises the power of the TRUE
Light, and it is associated with the 'Beast' in that it REVEALS the 'Mark of the Beast' to
mankind as being:
1 - All those persons that used the forbidden Dark 'forceful' spiritual energy of God, and thus
they controlled, or abused or deceived or invaded or waged war or punished or judged or
condemned or killed other children of God, and the Dark forceful energy used stained their
soul with its 'Mark' as being 'one' to receive punishment within God's Superior Law.
2 - All those persons 'numbered' by State systems as they the individual people 'vote in,
condone, fund, and support' the punitive, extortionist, warring and destructive DARK
ideology of the Devil's 'Rule book religion' also stained their soul with its 'Mark' as being
'one' to receive punishment within God's Law for their complicity to the forceful energy used
by their servants (politicians, state enforcers, prosecutors and jailers) in their name and on
their behalf.
For it is the State Rules or Decrees 'enacted' that form the basis of every government on earth,
the Rules RULE all its 'slaves' with Autocratic power as IT (the rule book) dictates unto man
ITS punitive ideological 'code of conduct' demands, for IT'S 'text' is the telepathic 'voice of the
Serpent' working through 'powers seen as normal.'
Rules or legislated 'Acts' are not the law or 'laws,' they are simply Decrees issued as 'Edicts'
that are imposed upon the people by arrogant and ignorant non believers who enforce said
edicts by fine, incarceration, or death.
The Decrees force man into 'cruel, merciless, invasive, punitive, destructive and warring'
anti-God ways, that are a contra ideology to the "Only love and walk in peace, and be
merciful, compassionate, and forgiving" Command of the Light of God.
Thus as 'simple man' supports and condones the Dark punitive and destructive ideology of
the BEAST, simple man accrues a return upon himself of suffering under the singular Law of
God: "As you do is done unto you," and all remain on the 'karmic' wheel of suffering.
There is no democracy in any land because the Rules dictate the 'terms of engagement' and
there is: No freedom to exercise ones own conscience. No freedom of choice. No freedom to
relax because one has to pay endless tax.
The rules RULE all that uphold them, and this plain text in an unholy book 'Rules all' in the
land with a stern, cold, cruel, merciless and uncompromising IRON FIST backed by 'force of
arms' wielded by ignorant men and, - - - this forceful 'energy' is the Devil's 'charms.'
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The Devil-Serpent (punitive, retributive 'arm' of God) empowers people to accomplish
supposedly 'justifiable' deeds using His forceful DARK energy and, - - - as they so do they
defy the Command of the Creator to only use His positive, benign, merciful, compassionate,
kind, respectful, and forgiving LIGHT energy and thus stay SAFE within the positive 'eye for
an eye' aspect of the single "As you sow so shall ye reap" Law.
Yes, any that invoke 'Justice' using the 'application' of a punitive rule in a book place their
own soul within the punitive aspect of the negative 'eye for an eye' aspect of the single "As
you sow so shall ye reap" Law and, - - - ahead in this or the next world of the after life they
are 'forced' to suffer and endure all the 'collateral' agony endured by others that resulted
from their depravity.
Man is numbered at birth, through being 'forced' to 'list' their children as 'chattels' of the
Beast as they by 'Certificate of birth' sign away the freedom of their new born into slavery to
the Beast within the Systems of man, and this continues on into adulthood, for none can 'buy
or sell or trade or travel' unless they have the paid up 'stamp of approval' by State authority
and pay an extortionist 'tax' levy on every transaction.
So even as you the 'individual' are asleep at night, your servants the state workers and
enforcers are intruding, controlling, taxing, invading, kidnapping, holding hostage in cells,
punishing, and warring and destroying in your name and on your behalf and, they are
causing untold misery and suffering unto others that will come back to 'haunt' them and you
personally.
The 'beastly' dark sinful emotions of vanity, greed, pride, criticism, envy and jealousy within
man have enabled the Devil-Serpent to mislead all into believing that they must follow His
'ruling' controlling, punitive and destructive dictates, rather than following the Command of
the True God of love and mercy.
Set your mind free from this false programmed way, and use my Star prayer to help you
open your mind so that you never again fund or condone or support iniquity and, you set
yourself free as you fortify your mind so that when you are faced by the coming adversity
inspired by your own dark actions of the past or those of your servants, you can follow
'Christ' and be crucified willingly and without retaliating and thus pay your dues and
become spiritually free.
Regrettably the 'elders' within all religious 'orders' have also linked hands with the antiChrist, as they joined 'hands' with political forces and participate in the 'blessing' of men and
their 'weapons' going to war and in the killing of others and their own, and this is the
ultimate betrayal of Christ and God's message of "Peace, love, mercy, compassion, and
forgiveness," and, this 'bastardisation' of the truth has sent multitudes of young men and
women to Hell.
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~ To ‘be of service’ to God ~
What does it mean, and what does one do so as to factually be eternally true to the Creator?
Does one ‘wait around’ in expectation that ‘someone’ will give them a ‘job’ and five ‘bob’ a
day as ‘service’ pay? Does one ‘roam around’ forever waiting for God’s inspiration to ‘do’
something that is of service?
What is the ‘qualification’ needed to ‘be of service’ to the Creator? The qualification needed is
the ‘light’ within that was bestowed upon the individual a very long time ago, being their
inner compassion. It was not bequeathed unto them as a ‘medal’ pinned upon their breast so
that others can see that they are ‘somebody’ to be praised for having been ‘honoured’ by
man.
It was something that grew within them over aeons of time during which they ‘served’
humanity in realms of spirit long before this material universe was conceived, and this
compassion was ‘breathed’ into them by the ‘breath’ of God who saw their intent and ‘active’
deed.
The ‘golden’ apple that contains the ‘wisdom of the universe’ is not the apple that was
‘stolen’ by Hercules after he ‘slew’ the dragon.
The spiritual golden apple is guarded by God, and no mere ‘mortal’ can take IT by ‘force of
arms,’ and He the essence of all creation only gives it (the wisdom) to those that have earned
it through being ‘compassionate’ towards His lost children.
So to ‘be of service’ to God on this level of consciousness you need to be a compassionate,
merciful, kind, giving and forgiving person and, you need to have ‘received’ and read and
understood the ‘wisdom of the word’ as bequeathed to all by me, for IT is the spiritual
‘apple’ sent by the most High.
There is no ‘point’ in roaming hither and thither seeking ‘inspiration’ or ‘direction’ once you
have found the ‘golden apple,’ for you need to ‘sit’ under a tree and devour IT and let its
wisdom and energy ‘seep’ into your soul, for only then can you factually ‘be of service’ to
mankind, God and yourself.
How ‘then’ do you become of service? If you ‘wish’ you can go ‘hither and thither’ like a
‘Bedouin’ crossing the desert, and make ‘camp’ with others you meet on the road, and in this
way you do your ‘missionary work’ that is truly true as you spread your spiritual ‘bread’ in
every home. Or, you make ‘camp’ somewhere as me and wait for God to send people to you.
But you need to know the true ‘right from wrong,’ and you do need to be very ‘principled’
and strong, for many that you meet will themselves be used to walking on the dark shadow
side of the street, and they may ‘frown’ at you and try and overpower your ‘reason’ and
impose their ‘belief’ that stole their soul that is now one of ‘grief.’
You need to be able to say to a ‘king’ or chief or arrogant thief; “Please sit with me for a
moment for I see that your words and deeds towards others is less than kind or peaceful as
commanded by God, and I would like to speak of IT (God’s fresh Word) for I see that your
‘way’ will bring more grief to your household.”
You need to pass on the understanding of the ‘Minds under siege’ program operating
clandestinely as dark invisible forces do their work.
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You need to pass on the Star prayer so that all can begin to strengthen their minds and turn
over a new leaf as they place their weapons into the fire and prepare to ‘suffer’ as they are
crucified without retaliating, for they need to know that this is the only way out of the
‘quagmire’ they placed themselves into.
You need to do no evil, and be as the ‘Chinese’ monkeys; “See no evil, speak no evil, hear no
evil,” for even though all you will see is ‘evil in action all around,’ you must not be ‘bound’
by inner darkness that would lead you to criticise or condemn others in any way.
Let your compassion shine forth as you uplift their consciousness each day as you teach also
that ‘forgiveness’ by man unto man is also the only way.
There will be no ‘blinding’ revelation stating “You are ready to go forth today,” for in fact
with compassion in your heart you are already ‘ready’ to begin your ‘mission’ today in a
‘limited’ way until God’s revelations through my pen hold full ‘sway’ in your consciousness.
Just remember, God knows your ‘personal’ capacity, and he will guide people ‘to’ you or
guide you ‘to’ others, and you need to realise that everyone you meet has a ‘problem’
because they are ‘full of sin’ energy and need enlightenment.
Just quietly ‘listen to their story’ for a little while and you then will get an ‘idea’ of what you
need to say, and then you start by saying; “I feel the need to say something to you that will
assist you because I see that presently you are - - -“
This is what I say today to every ‘Light worker’ that God sent to earth.
Terence
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~ DAILY PRACTICE ~
BE aware of our own thoughts and feelings.
BE the Light in action at all times in all situations.
BE observant of unkind thoughts within self that would you snare.
BE respectful, kind & forgiving & understanding in every situation.
BE aware of the negativity that exists within, teach others of its reality.
BE vigilant, for your thoughts become your deeds which form your judgment.
KNOW that what we put out comes back to us, good or bad, and that only through the Star
prayer can the spell of negative thought be 'stemmed' or broken.
KNOW that in doing the Star prayer you are trying to BE true to the source of Light, and you
personally will halt the ingress of negativity and have a greater chance of not retaliating
when adverse situations occur.
DO keep your mouth shut when your emotions are running high.
DO not let any day be coloured by the past or by concern for the future.
DO practice stopping negative thoughts as they enter your mind.
Say the Star Prayer three times a day.
The Reality Being:
THE MORE WE DO THE STAR PRAYER
THE MORE LOVE waters the rose within our souls and fortifies our minds and calms the
emotions.
THE MORE LOVE exposed to our consciousness and those linked to us, the greater the
clarity to see and understand the reality and nature of negativity, being the sin, the darkness,
and how through ITS deception and cunning IT keeps us ignorant of ITS existence, thus its
control over us and our bondage to it.
THE MORE LOVE now through our choice assists us to make an effort to never allow
negativity to be expressed through us whatever the circumstances, feelings or thoughts, thus
our part is the doing, and GOD will do the rest.
THIS TASK - LOVES TASK for LOVES SAKE is the only most worthwhile task there is for
me, you or anyone.
REMEMBER - The center of your soul God’s Kingdom be, the more you cloud this Light with
negativity, the harder it gets to see reality.
LOVE WILL FULFIL ITS PROMISE, being that if we its "loving" call heed, it will free us of
our darkness within.
No individual can do this for another, love is freedom of choice.
Education is the only way today.
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~ The resolution ~
"How does one resolve the conflict of disagreement, criticism, or demand."
By being decent human beings that treat others kindly whatever they do or say, and one lives
in accordance with their own ideological belief and way. If the 'way' of the other is found by
you as 'untrue,' or frustrating or inconsiderate or unkind and cruel, then you are free to stay
or go but, - - - you must not criticise or condemn or judge them, nor even try to force the
other to conform to your 'way.'
You remain 'steadfast' in the shelter of God's command as you walk peacefully and
mercifully as you compassionately 'forgive' the other for their 'way' or belief and you do not
give them any 'grief' by punishing them.
Daily read the "Brief Summary" of The Testament of Truth.
Added note: Due to the absolute power of the dark to intrude telepathically into the mind of
man via their inner 'sin,' (negative emotions) there may come the time where your thoughts
become so 'controlled' during the night that you cannot sleep as your uncontrollable
thoughts keep revolving on fearful or other issues.
I can but suggest that you make use of the audio tracks interspersed with calming or other
music you love as you use a 'player' to listen to the audio tracks rather than 'succumb' to the
numbing thoughts. Once a 'particular' rising emotion has cleared from your soul the
possessive thoughts will cease.
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~ The LAW of 'God' * - 'Mungu' * - 'Allah' * ~
As written by Terence the Spirit of Truth
Ignorantia Juris neminem excusat - Ignorance of the Law excuses no one.
THE LAW of God - Mungu - Allah
Understanding 'Payback'
Understanding 'tin-pot gods'

-

Understanding God's ONE 'Law'
Understanding 'Giving & receiving'
Understanding Spiritual 'suicide'

Understanding 'Lawlessness'
Understanding 'Accountability'
Understanding 'Peace'

-

Understanding 'Rules'
Understanding 'Lunacy'
Understanding 'Citizens Arrest'

Understanding 'Emotions'
Understanding 'Forgiveness'
Understanding 'Prefects'

-

Understanding 'Respect'
Understanding 'Retribution'
Understanding 'Community Corrections'

Understanding 'God' and God's Law
The 'return' to sender
Understanding the 'Will' of Allah - God

-

Understanding 'illegality'
The 'fall' of Moses

Note:
God * - The name of the Creator in the English language.
Allah * - The name of the Creator in the Arabic language.
Mungu * - The name of the Creator in the Swahili language.
Every 'language' names the Creator according to their 'tongue.'
~ THE LAW of God the Creator ~
A Statement of Fact & Submission that;
There is an unavoidable "Consequence of ACTION" in ones interaction with other children of
God.
God's Law is sacred, immutable and inviolate. God's Law you cannot break by wrong deed.
God's Law is not a regulation. God's Law is a factual Statement made by God to all His
creation. The Statement being:
"As you do is done unto you - As you Sow so shall ye Reap."
"Therefore you My children must heed My ONE Commandment to 'Only be loving,' and
thus only walk your way in Peace, and bear only goodwill unto all.
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If any other gives you any 'bother' then you must remain meek and be non-retaliatory and
forgiving and understanding of their errant ways. They ahead will be 'dealt-with' by ME the
Authority they cannot see.
It 'follows' that any man or woman who 'plans' to 'manufacture' and bring into being any
'Rules or Regulations' that are backed by force or punishment is 'ONE' whom of MY Law is
ignorant, and thus they 'defy' My Commandment and by ME will be sent below until MY
ONE Commandment they get to know."
Father God
Note: - Reference the meaning of 'The law of the land.'
Man has been led to believe that the 'Edicts' of mortal men (State rules) are the law of the
land. This is error, and is the 'blinding' power of the Dark that keeps man in bondage to IT
and eternal suffering and enslavement unto IT.
Man also believes that mandated enforcers are empowered to be 'above' their own law of the
land Rules of men, (State) and this shows the 'weakness' of man's supposed 'the law' that
should be equal to all for sure.
Mandated enforcers also 'forgot' that in the course of their duty to man or the decrees of man,
(State) that they are still 'subjects' of God and subjected to His immutable Law of every land.
Man must now learn that God's Law is the only 'Just' Law, and for sure it stands above the
rulings of mortal man and none can void it, avoid it, nullify it, nor be 'above' it.
Man has been led to believe that the 'Edicts/rules/laws/codes/rituals' of men of 'religion'
are laws that are commandments of God. They are NOT. They are the 'orders' that issued
forth from the mouths of vain, arrogant, proud and sinful men that were unaware that THE
ALMIGHTY has only ONE Sacred Law:
"As you do is done unto you - As you Sow so shall ye Reap."
It 'follows' that all the 'rules/laws/obligations' imposed upon people through past scriptural
teachings of every religion are by this pen abolished, for you may do anything you wish to,
and live as you wish to, as long as it is in conformity with God's Command unto all:
The Primary TRUTHFUL and RULING Command of God to all is:
"Go your way in peace and love one another and be merciful, compassionate, and forgiving."
For as long as it is within the precepts this Command you will live in freedom and happiness
because you are supping on the 'essence' of the river of the Light benign energy of creation,
and paradise will be your destination.
If you choose to live 'outside' the parameters of God's Command then you may so do, but
over time you will be 'bound' unto eternal suffering and sadness in the Abyss that will be
your destination because you are supping on the 'essence' of the river of the Dark malignant
energy of destruction.
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~ Understanding God's ONE Law ~
"As you do is done unto you - As you sow so shall ye reap"
What does this mean in a spiritual and 'logical' and 'practical' sense?
It is 'simply' the 'Just & equitable' return unto you for all the fortune or misfortune, joy or
pain, or giving or taking 'deeded' by your deeds in your 'interaction' with other children of
God, of any race, colour, creed, or ideology.
As you 'seed' your deed be it positive or negative, you 'earn' and invite an equal return upon
yourself that is 'placed' or 'given' or 'forced' upon you by circumstance that is 'granted,' or
designed and, - - This is in fact imposed by God in a manner that is 'unforeseen,' and in many cases arises from
'inexplicable' circumstances when least expected. Be it in this lifetime or in the afterlife and, What mankind does not see, is that the majority of 'his' deeds that are carried out due to a
'precedent' or 'false belief' or 'rule' or 'mandate,' are in fact negative and anti-god even though
the 'person' believes that they are in fact 'justly' doing a positive duty to or for the 'good' of
humanity.
EG: The 'precedent' has been set where you cannot 'travel' and enter another country or 'land'
without a passport, for this 'docket' shows that your flesh is already 'owned' by another
'landowner,' and 'entry' to the foreign place is also 'controlled' by others who protect their
borders forcefully. (Bad practice, as we should all be free to travel and 'settle' anywhere
without 'let or hindrance')
EG: It is a 'false belief' that taxation extortion is a 'civil' duty. It is a forced imposition that
destroys the natural way of 'free giving,' and all have succumbed to the satanic 'charm' that
uses force of arms to extort never ending sums of money from the people.
EG: A 'rule' might 'say' that you are punishable if you do not wear a seat belt in your
automobile. Or that a fisherman must 'radio' the fisheries department base 3 hours before
returning to base, to allow the 'policing' force to be there to check the catch, or be fined. All
this 'control' of the free movement or 'choice' of others is demonic control couched in 'for
your own good.'
EG: A 'mandate' (being a piece of paper displaying the 'order') is given to a police officer or a
soldier to 'intrude, invade, seize, abuse, destroy' etc. All the Devil's works, and the
implementation of God's Law by God is not 'voided' by the false mandate.
The Law of God is 'visibly & invisibly' in operation at all times and in every realm of
consciousness. Thus in the 'core' centres of God's 'space' there exists the absolutes of the
'return' one receives, due to one being in a constant 'state' of 'giving' something due to one
being 'inspired' positively or 'incited' negatively to so do.
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In the Pure Light of Heaven, one is constantly giving positively from ones 'Light' core. Thus
one is in a constant 'state' of happiness and feeling joy and absolutely 'wonderful' at all times.
(Pure bliss, as one is constantly receiving a return of goodness through loving hands.)
In the Pure Darkness of Hell, one is constantly giving negativity from ones 'sinful' Dark core.
Thus one is in a constant 'state' of anger, frustration, depression, fear etc, and one is feeling
pain and absolutely 'dreadful' at all times. (Pure agony, as one is constantly receiving a
return of negativity and 'suffering' at the hands of hateful brigands.)
In this and other 'in-between' realms, one can be 'subjected' to a variety of combinations of
either of, or both of the above in a 'lesser' way. But one thing is for sure, any intrusion upon
others in any negative way is 'tipping' the scales of God's 'justice' into the Dark side, and that
will weigh 'heavily' upon the vain or ignorant that 'with' the Dark energy of God do 'play.'
If there was no 'Sin' in man, then there would be no 'offenders,' and there would be no
'punishers.' The real offenders are not only the 'civilians' that abuse others, but 'most' are the
'officers of state' that via rules 'intrude, kidnap, seize, steal, abuse, punish and kill.'
These are the 'worst' types, for their deeds are 'hidden' in a 'righteous' disguise. It is the
precedent 'set' that is the 'rule by rules' that man 'calls' the - 'rule of law' - that is the Dark
'devilish' invader. For every 'space' on earth has been 'invaded' and forcefully 'occupied' by
this invader posing as 'justified' RULES.
So in fact, all are 'bowing' to the Devil that says "Rely on ME," rather than relying on the
sacred Word of the God of Light that says: "Rely on ME and be loving and merciful, for if you
rely on the 'strength' of the Dark One then you 'die' in your sin."
~ Understanding 'payback' ~
We are all 'happy' to receive 'praise' and assistance and good fortune, but we are not happy
to be 'reviled' or persecuted, or punished and abused. Thus we need to see clearly how we
'gain' a suffering return due within God's Law.
For we are not 'concerned' with the 'lovely' positive returns. We only 'squeal' when 'stuck' by
a 'lance' that makes us 'feel' awful, terrified, sick to the stomach and filled with dread, as
some other 'burns' our home and 'rapes' the ladies that hide under their bed, and then 'guts'
the men folk for being 'their' perceived enemy.
Are you aware that nothing is ever done in a positive or negative way without the 'consent'
of God? Are you aware that it is the Light power of God that metes out the 'Tribute' for
positive deeds? Are you aware that it is the Dark power of God that is the 'avenger' that
metes out retribution? (Negative payback).
Are you aware that we are 'created' in the 'image' of God? The image meaning that we are of
the same 'essence' of God. For there is naught 'other' than God's energy essences. Light &
Dark, positive & negative.
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Thus at 'conception' our spirit soul is 'filled' with Light energy (positive emotions, with
creative love as the core). But 'has' within it 'seeds' of darkness (negative emotions, with
destructive hatred as the core).
As God 'freely' gives out 'whichever' energy is 'wished' for by 'us,' we can 'draw' on either
which we do, as we 'express' our 'way' or deeds or 'activities' each day but, - - - whichever we
draw on 'fills' our 'receptacle' (soul) with some of that energy and, - - Under God's singular Law, we are then also 'bound' to receive a 'just & equitable' return of
that same energy that flows forth either directly from God in spiritual realms, or via God's
other children's 'hands' and, - - As we 'do' and draw in some 'Dark or Light' energy, either our 'sin' grows bigger like a
cancer as we impose abuse or 'control' upon others, or our Light core grows 'brighter' as we
assist and care for others.
Ultimately, it is God that 'authorises' any and all negative 'payback' via His 'servant' the
satanic Serpent. For it has the authority of God to abuse or destroy or 'spell-bind' and deceive
and mislead any person (creation of God) that defies the Command of their Creator to "Walk
in peace and love one another."
It follows, that any person that 'decides' to be 'The Authority' and take the punitive aspect of
the LAW of God into their own hands and 'punish' others, are those 'deceived' by the Serpent
because, in their past they abused others and, - - Thus their 'sin' grew and 'enables' * the Serpent to use them more, so that as they draw in
more darkness, IT the Serpent will drag them underground where for an eternity they WILL
be 'bound over' to ITS demonic forces for 'punishment.'
Note: 'enables' * - The 'larger' the 'sin' energy within you, (negative emotions) the easier it is
for the telepathic subjugation of your mind to occur, and you lose your freedom to 'choose'
between being good or bad. For when 'filled' with sin and emotionally 'aroused, your 'dark'
deed is perceived by you as being good, as it (the negative emotion) 'justifies' its actions.
It is also truth that every and any person 'suffering' at the hands of other 'ignorant' people are
themselves 'justly' receiving their 'just' dues for their past 'disrespectful' actions against God's
creation. Be it in this or a prior lifetime.
It follows that every 'merciless' person, mandated or otherwise being 'so' unwise as to
'unforgivingly' impose 'man's punitive 'justice' upon others, is accruing a painful 'debt' that
will be 'met' by them when least expected. Be it in this or the after life.
For the harassment of civilians that do not conform to a 'tax' or 'licence' levy demand with its
accompanying 'fine or imprisonment' is in fact brutality against God's children 'couched' in
words such as 'justice.'
Try and see that 'Justice' is always 'served.' For God is God. But if punitive 'justice' is 'served'
up by you or your 'organisation' then your 'guide' and inspiration is the Dark Sovereign
Power and HE and HIS 'hidden' power awaits to meet you.
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Note: 'legal': Only man perceives 'illegality.' This is due to man's 'need' to punish those that
defy man's 'rules or decrees' that man names 'the law.' There is no such thing as an 'illegal' act
in God's eyes, for God permits the freedom of choice to choose to kill or create - to live or die
- to punish and abuse or to educate and infuse love. Your choice. God enables both 'crime &
kindness' to occur.
BUT - None have 'immunity' from God's supreme singular Law that is 'immutable' for sure.
"As you do is done unto you - on an 'eye for an eye' basis." For God is infinitely 'Just,' and
equitably returns to you your due for any action taken by you, - - - that is either 'forcefully'
imposed or 'kindly' given unto the perpetrator of any 'sort' of deed.
What does God expect 'us' to do with those that defy HIS Command and, - - - 'offensively'
become offenders in HIS eyes as they 'decimate' their enemies or abuse their 'brethren' by
fine and punishment? - - - Punish them? - NO - Simply educate them and lovingly show
them the error of their way because that is the Command of the day and, - - - all invoking
'punishment' for their folly PAY.
Man is 'free' to do whatever he is 'inspired' to, thus God also permits man to 'punish' for and
on behalf of God (HIM) but, - - - as any persecution or punishment is contra the Command of
God to: "Only be peaceful, merciful, compassionate, kind, and forgiving," it 'follows' that all
persecutors and 'enforcers' pay for their folly, because HE will ensure they receive 'flack'
when they mercilessly abuse, punish, or in any way deceive, steal, or 'attack.'
The more 'darkness' (sin) within the soul of man the more 'as' the Dark enforcer they become
and, - - - the more they 'feel' incensed by others being 'offensive' and, - - - the more justified
they become in defying the Light of God and being the retributive 'ARM' of God.
So 'Yes,' when an 'enforcer' says to someone "Take him out," and the death sentence is carried
out, the 'thought' emanated directly from the Dark Sovereign Power and, - - - the enforcer
sees not that as they are not God, that they too have just 'delivered' their own death sentence,
- - - that will be imposed upon them on another day by some other 'one' as equally 'dark' and
merciless, - - - that too is inspired by the Dark Source via their dark and arrogant inner sin.
(An equitable 'eye for an eye')
Note: 'criminal': Must now be seen as not being a punishable 'offence,' but purely as an
'offensive' act that contravenes the "Only love" Command of God. All offenders are to be
treated humanely and educated. (Refer the 'offender document' - Feeling easier Seminar).
God's 'good for good' or 'bad for bad' payback Law is inviolate, immutable, eternal and
unchangeable. As you are not God then leave negative 'reckoning' to God. For if you 'try' to
'serve' the imposition of 'negative' justice, then you will receive it in return. Only 'earn' a
positive 'return' from God by giving good unto all.
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~ Understanding the 'giving' & the 'receiving' ~
Man has never understood the capacity of his inner 'Light' to give. But he has 'felt' the
capacity of his inner 'Dark' to selfishly and forcibly take from others so that he can
'comfortably' live.
Man of today 'lives' in the Dark ages due to his inner sin, thus the only 'way' he can see to
survive is to 'extort' money in the 'guise' of honest taxation. This he does in his 'drive' to
greedily control, and greedily 'show' his 'giving' as he 'doles out' some of his take to the
impoverished.
It is thus that men in 'power' shower darkness upon all, for the Law of God stipulates that all
'takers' that take, HE God will 'break.' Thus as the populace condones and supports and
funds the wages of the takers, they too become complicit takers, and thus their impoverished
'taxing' suffering goes on and on.
And for those 'enforcers' giving out strife, they too make Satan their 'wife' or 'husband,' for as
they darkness give, so shall they darkness receive. Thus too do all continually grieve, for all
'support' the punitive way of living.
The Light within man has the capacity to give more than enough for every 'endeavour' of
man that could be imagined, for there are always 'supporters' of any good plan.
The Dark within man (sinful negative emotions) cannot this giving way see, and to maintain
its control, it demands that its 'users' take all forcefully and greedily.
Present day 'governments' are not 'servants of the people,' they are an uncivil imposing force
that regulates and controls, and it keeps the 'people' on their knees as 'serfs,' as they are
forced to 'bow' to dark dictates and decrees and taxes.
Any 'fare ye well' body raised up to truly serve the people civilly and peacefully must 'begin'
its 'service' from the free giving 'choice' of the people, and only be 'funded' by ongoing freely
given contributions.
If a 'service provider' needs more funding in order to maintain a good service to the
community, then IT must put out ITS 'begging bowl' and ask. It must not use 'force of arms'
and set the people into any harder task. If the people do not 'wish' to fund more, then it will
needs 'cut its cloth' to suit the smaller 'coat' for sure.
People do not need 'protection,' that is God's prerogative, and on this all needs a little inner
reflection. For if you use force to 'defend,' then it is the Dark Sovereign Power you 'befriend.'
It is God to now 'break' all takers and leave them 'penniless' with no 'home.' For none that
'took' deserve to live, and this is why I say: 'Turn away from supporting the taxing 'wolves,'
or from being a taxing 'wolf.' For only thus will you be 'permitted' to see the Light of eternal
Life once you have 'suffered' for all past iniquity.'
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And as for the 'Laws of man,' any decrees that punitively control or bring others to their
knees will be your downfall too, for you will 'receive' from God an equal 'Just' return of
suffering too.
Let us now become enlightened. No more 'levies' or 'stamp duties' or taxes. Only the 'notice
board' outside the 'fresh' Council of Elders chambers that says: "By 'ask' we call for funds to
build a school; repair the road; pay the wages of workers" etc. This way people will freely
give some of their 'pay' after they have earned their salary of the day.
Those that now fund 'war & punishment' are the criminals in God's eyes as they show that
they despise God's children. They shall by MY power be swept into the Abyss for an eternity.
You must all now simply give freely of your 'wise' counsel as you counsel the youth with
'Codes of Conduct,' and 'Codes of Practice' in the many varying ways of business. Be it for
builders, seamstresses, fishermen, teachers or any other. Simply advisory codes with no
'punitive' attachments.
Any that 'suffer' due to the error of their 'builder,' needed to suffer for their past ways and, - - any errant builder needs be 'educated' and counselled as to their error, so that they ahead
do not needs suffer for any ongoing 'folly.'
They must not be vindictively and unforgivingly punished and 'struck off' and left 'penniless'
with no work, just because 'devious thoughts' did in their mind lurk.
Education and forgiveness is the new way
Thus are you GIVING and RECEIVING merciful Light.
~ Understanding 'Tin-pot gods' ~
In every 'walk' of life there are 'tin-pot gods.' * These are people that find themselves in a
position of authority and control over the lives of others. This 'power' is given by rules in a
book. Many seek to attain or maintain an 'as god' superiority over others. The dark rules give
them:
The 'power' to dictate 'terms & conditions.'
The 'power' to take control of others lands.
The 'power' to seize others property or beasts.
The 'power' to impose the 'punishment factor.'
The 'power' to know everything that is going on.
The 'power' to investigate, intrude, and interfere.
The 'power' to implement strategies of their choice.
The 'power' to 'kidnap' citizens and incarcerate them.
The 'power' to raise up edicts for others to conform to.
The 'power' to wage war, invade, impose sanction, or kill their enemy.
Note: 'tin-pot gods.' * - A 'tin-pot god' is an absolute 'bastard,' a bully, a despotic ruler with
the power to abuse, the power to control, the power to destroy lives and livelihoods.
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They 'begin' at home; maybe they are the elder child that bullies the younger. Maybe they are
the younger being bullied; either way the day does come when 'either' has the opportunity to
have their negative 'say.'
It is all a matter of either or both showing their ignorance of God and God's required way,
and being ignorant of God's Law, or also due to the power of the dark emotions within them
that hold' sway' over their intellect and consciousness.
For much has been written and said that gives the reasons why 'man' holds others in
contempt and fills them with dread. All being due to their thoughts that are untrue due to
their 'inspirer' the Dark Sovereign power that controls their thought processes.

Negative emotions are 'responsible' for man seeking to attain or maintain a feeling of
'superiority.' This is a sort of 'kingship' or 'god' authority over the ways of others. Seeing not,
that they are subjects of God, and God is the absolute AUTHORITY.
It is 'easier' for men to 'hold' this upper 'position' due to their physical strength compared to
that of the female race. Thus many men in God's eyes are a veritable disgrace as they 'rule'
their household in 'abominable' ways.
Be it by enslaving others to be their 'serfs,' or be it emotional and sexual slavery to their greed
and 'lusting' that makes their own daughters into their 'private' unpaid 'whores.' The 'greater'
the position of authority, the greater the 'opportunity' to be a tin-pot god.
This is seen where people attain a position within government departments, be it local or
State or National, for once ensconced in their office 'seat' of power, the rules they are paid to
serve force them to 'inflict' the extortionists 'whip' over the populace, and to also then become
a disgrace in God's eyes as they also impose the punitive enforcement for non-conformity to
rules.
Society has 'led' people to believe that a 'job' or a mandate to 'do' a job enables them to defy
God's 'Only love, only walk in peace, only be forgiving' Command. People are 'blinded' by
their feelings of power over others and, - - - they also believe that they are 'Just' and
'honourable' in their role.
For their 'role' is dictated to them by 'set' rules. Thus if they 'adhere' to the rules, they
'assume' that they are protected by said rules and are 'operating' according to the 'law.' They
are operating 'within' the scope of the rules, but are still 'subjects' of God and 'subject' to
God's supreme Law.
For they perceive the RULES as the LAW, and as such perceive their 'dark' actions as civil.
What a false assumption, for the rules are but 'decrees' made by mere men. The only 'law'
that exists is the Law of God.
Note: - What 'men' call 'law' is but 'rules or edicts or decrees' of vain men, and these men
change these rules to suit themselves. Thus what man 'sees' as his 'law' is not 'the law,' for
THE LAW of God is immutable, and in operation at all times, and all men are 'subject' to IT.
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Try and understand that abusive or controlling or punitive 'people' are but 'insane,' vain, or
deluded, - - - deluded by society, their elders, or by precedent, or by their emotions. All
'persecutors' are prosecutors inspired by darkness, and using IT'S force they set out to
destroy the 'life' of another.
Either way they 'play' at being the Dark Sovereign power, and as this they do, they see not
the web 'net' the 'black widow' spider is drawing tighter around their spirit soul and, - - For sure, as their spirit departs the flesh, it will be dragged below to 'suffer' every 'drop' of
poison that the 'darkness' bestowed upon God's creation through it (their 'embodied' spirit)
and, - - You may feel 'sorry' for them, for they will suffer, for they are as yet ignorant of God and the
'totality' of God's Law, and the capacity of God to enforce HIS Law upon all 'tin-pot gods'
that 'aspire' to HIS 'seat' of POWER. They are also ignorant of the 'capacity' that God has to
'administer' HIS 'justice' according to HIS 'own' LAW in HIS 'ordained' time and place.
The 'tin-pot gods' are also ignorant of the 'capacity' of the Dark Sovereign Power to 'manifest'
its thoughts in their minds via their inner sin, and to give them the justification to 'disperse'
and impose its 'directives' or 'subtle' impositions upon others, - - - this it does in such a
cunning way - - - that they see not that they are being used to use dark energy in their daily
'interaction' and, - - These 'tin-pot gods' see not that their 'criticism, control, or punishment' of the other as abuse.
For they only 'see' the other as having 'violated' a ruling decree, and thus 'deserving' of the
imposed fiscal or physical incarceration, and this imposition they 'believe' to be 'just justice.'
People in 'offices' of authority over the lives of others believe that as their negative actions are
'backed' by rules, that these actions are 'positive,' and they feel totally 'unassailable,'
untouchable, self-righteous, and powerfully invincible. - - - Why? - - Because they are deluded and misinformed and are 'with sin,' and this dark energy within is
the same energy as the Dark Sovereign Power being the Source of darkness that is invincible,
and it 'blinds' them to their vulnerability within ITS Law for as long as it wishes to.
I can assure you that every 'enforcer' in every walk of life has made the 'Devil' his 'wife,' and
the Devil will 'certainly' them 'entertain' for a time until they have soiled their soul with ITS
grime and then, 'oh' what a calamity as all grinds to a halt in the 'infirmary.'
For IT (The Devil) too has a singular Law: "As for ME you did work and make others suffer,
will I now do unto you and, - - - at the same time this is done unto you I will try and make
you retaliate, * so that you NEVER get away from Hell's gate."
Note: retaliate, * - As in the jails of 'this' realm, prisoners are exposed to more and more
'prison' rules, and if these rules are 'violated' their 'sentence' is extended and, - - - prison
guards 'taunt' the prisoners and try to 'coerce' them into negative retaliatory action so that
they will never 'end' their 'time' and get away.
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And "Yes," if for the darkness you did wield 'foul' word or abusive sword against another,
then against you on a 'later' day the darkness has the 'divine right' to be 'heard' and 'blame'
you and 'criticise' you and punish you.
I cannot 'force' tin-pot gods to change their way, for those employed as 'officers' of State see it
as a 'good' job, and for 'it' they get a salary each day. So how will 'we' get them to set
themselves free of their 'unseen' iniquity?
Simply by letting them educate themselves with this fresh food placed on their 'plate' by the
TRUE God. Then and only then will they wish to implement change, and thus set themselves
and all free from the 'hateful' devilish conspiracy that has embroiled all for many a 'century.'
Note: None become spiritually free when they 'conform' to and live by the 'rule of man.' This
is due to them all being 'inspanned' by the Dark Sovereign Power that dictates its 'authority'
via the rules that force all to bow to IT and ITS dark punitive ways, rather than heeding their
true God of Love and mercy and kindness.
~ Understanding Spiritual suicide ~
When 'man' uses darkness in his interaction with others, he 'commits' spiritual suicide. As we
see it, suicide in a material 'biological' sense is the destruction of the flesh, and by this 'act'
one deprives oneself of the 'use' of ones senses. One 'ceases' to exist in this Realm of
consciousness.
For once 'dead,' the mind is incapable of 'sensing' via its biological sensory organs and the
biological 'brain' stops functioning, and the person is presumed 'dead' and incapable of
functioning on this level. Thus their flesh is buried and 'rots' away.
Spiritual suicide is where you knowingly or unknowingly 'permit' your 'highly' sensed spirit
to be 'dragged' into a very cold, dark, and foul 'space' where two of its 'senses' are 'stilled,'
but others are exposed to a great 'painful' imposition that is of such 'magnitude' that it is
unimaginable.
In the very lowest 'place' that the spirit can travel to, being its 'dead' suicidal 'end' so to
speak, it is 'blind and deaf' due to the intensity of darkness where no 'light' can enter.
It is also 'deaf' as it is 'buried' under a great 'mass' of such gravitational 'pull' that is also
beyond measure, and no 'sound' can enter. There is also absolutely no 'space' and it is
'crushed' and immobilised, entombed as 'stone' for an eternity.
It can however 'smell' an abomination of 'foulness,' and as it is 'squeezed' it is compressed,
and it can feel the pressure that is agonising beyond imagination and, - - - the mind and
emotions are 'interactive' to the 'maximum' on an 'icy' cold, fearful, painful, terrifying and
excruciating pain 'level' with NO surcease and, - - I say no surcease because, an eternity 'spent' suffering is equal to an eternity of eternities of
time and, - - - at the 'end' of all that time, the 'coal' face approaches the eternal fire that
consumes all 'darkness' with its flame and, - - -
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As a 'portion' of your indestructible spirit draws near to the flame it 'warms' up and then as
the 'cancerous' dark energy you drew in 'ignites,' you will scream 'silently' and, - - - it will
take another eternity for your whole being to pass through the fire due to the eternally 'wide'
energy 'face' that is alight and, - - During all that time, your emotions and thoughts and 'nerves' will be 'exploding' in agony
and insane turmoil until, - - - your spirit soul has had all the dark 'sin' burnt out of it, and
once 'purified' it is 'free' to again enter the land of Light and, - - - and for SURE wise enough
to NEVER 'entertain' the use of darkness ever again.
However, prior to being sucked down to 'such' depths, there are multitudes of higher but still
'dark' and insufferable realms your spirit will be dragged into if you continue to defy my
sacred pen. Realms of 'bedlam, turmoil, insanity, and perversity' and, - - Any that enter therein will never rise up again unless they do have this fresh wisdom
'ingrained' in their psyche so that they can try hard to 'loving' be, as 'below' they are imposed
upon by 'demons' only seen by me.
When man uses darkness, he is in fact 'crossing' the 'border' into the 'shadow land' of
merciless cruelty. For he is in fact 'entering' that place with the intent of using ITS 'dark
power' to 'aid' his 'greed' need or 'controlling' deeds of the day.
So as State 'workers' send out a 'fines' notice, or a notice of 'intent' to seize goods or sell land
in non payment of 'taxes' etc., they are all using the 'force' of darkness as their coercive 'back
up' to enforce their extortion attempt.
For the time does come when their 'enforcement' arm the police and judiciary are used by the
rules to rule their 'judgement' upon the other and as said, the use of force is the use of the
Devil's power and, - - - all that use it, will be made by IT to 'suffer' it. *
Note: it * - Whatever is 'done' to the other, or whatever is 'felt' by the other during or after the
'due process,' will be imposed upon the enforcers by the Dark Sovereign Power either in this
realm or a later one. That is the absolutely 'just' fulfilment of God's ONE Law. (An eye for an
eye - joy for joy - pain for pain).
Even if 'you' as a 'civilian' seek justice in the 'Court' of man, you are using darkness and thus
'trespassing' onto forbidden ground by:
Using the 'force' of darkness to make the other 'submit' to the judgement of man.
Using the 'force' of darkness to 'force' the other to pay 'compensation' to you for your 'loss.'
Using the 'force' of darkness to attain money as recompense for your 'pain & suffering.'
And if your are an 'official' of the state empowered to enforce 'regulations' you are:
Using the 'force' of darkness to enforce 'rules' that give the 'authorisation' to 'fine &
incarcerate.
The 'Court' of man is in fact the 'strong arm' of the Dark Sovereign Power, and any that seek
its 'aid' dig their own grave with their own black 'spade.' For any 'imposition' by the Court is
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in direct 'contravention' of God's "Be forgiving & merciful & compassionate" Command and,
--Whatever 'loss or pain' you suffered, was your 'due' for unseen 'past' follies, and to be 'true'
to yourself you should forgive the other so that both happier live and, - - If you 'as' an 'officer' of the State seek punitive 'redress' by the 'penned' mark of a magistrate,
then you too are complicit to using the 'force of darkness' to force 'suffering' upon others, and
by this 'force' you also 'coerce' them to 'bow & bend' to the wishes or dictates of the rules of
other men.
Only use the Court of God to decide 'who' is to be set free, and 'who' needs to be 'restrained'
until they have attended a 'Feeling Easier' Seminar as implemented by ME.
For any other 'way,' and you 'enter' into the negative 'side' of God's ONE Law and: 'As you
forcibly do will be forcibly done unto you.' For you are using the power of the 'Court' to force
the 'other' to submit to the judgement of man, and this is the use of darkness.
Try and understand, that the dark energy of GOD is purely that, - - - energy - - - that flows
through any person 'foolish' enough to use it. If someone verbally criticises you and 'upsets'
you, your 'mind' and dark emotions will try and retaliate against them the person.
You cannot 'hurt' the dark energy that flowed through them, so why abuse the person? If you
try to, then it is again simply the dark energy working through you. It has the intent to 'set'
man against man and destroy the creation of the Light.
So be you simply a civilian abuser of wife and children, or a politician abusing others via
'legislation,' or an 'armed' servant of the State doing your duty, you are all using darkness
that is 'setting' you up for the day of 'reckoning' when IT will 'collect' ITS 'dues.'
Would you 'knowingly' commit suicide? Would you knowingly 'sell' your soul into eternal
suffering through spiritual suicide? If 'NO' is the answer, then please now make an
'enlightened' choice to be a 'civil' and respectful civilian or be a 'civil' servant of the people.
All 'offenders' that abuse others are but people 'unknowingly' enslaved by darkness. Let us
educate them now rather than berate and punish them. For if we continue to punish, then we
shall be punished eternally by the Dark Sovereign power for our arrogance.
The eternal present is NOW.
Your personal spiritual safety is attained by your daily deeds NOW.
The 'deepest' truth is revealed by me NOW. Try and believe it 'somehow.'
The Light Sovereign Power is God the Mother.
The Dark Sovereign Power is God the Father.
The 'Devil' (Serpent) is the 'self-mandated' authority that metes out divine retribution for
God the Father. (The negative aspect of the ONE Law) It is the all-knowing 'essence' of
darkness that deceives and 'destroys' all that defy the Holy Command of God to: "Only love
one another."
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For these are the 'worthless' seed that wither away in the underworld due to their 'vanity' in
believing that THEY are as 'great' as their Creator, and thus 'could' defy the "Only love"
Command and abuse others and not 'cry.'
Foolish are these, soon by their God to be brought onto their knees.
All written above is my belief and my truth.
You may choose to believe or disbelieve.
You may choose to now 'live' or 'die.'
I have now given you all my 'understanding' of God's Law. It is up to you to decide whether
'priests' with their 'different' belief being that God is only love, and thus 'preaching' that - - every 'abuser' will still find their way above - - - is true or false.
For in my opinion that 'belief' has been the greatest deceit, and I say that all believing it will
for sure Satan meet. For I say that God is all, the love and the hate, and any that choose
'hatred' and merciless persecution will 'find' that their Creator will become their destroyer.
Priests are also 'tin-pot gods' that 'vainly' come in my name and 'gain' your money and your
'confidence' in their power play, due to them telling you that they are 'as' God with the
power to 'forgive' your 'sinning' ways, and I say that they all will 'live' for a time below for
deceiving you.
Priests falsely bless you. For you are only truly 'blessed by God' through deeds that are Holy
and peaceful and thus TRUE. It is up to you to now continue to berate and punish, or to
'simply' forgive and educate.
If you are a Pilgrim seeking 'redemption,' then know that redemption is only through the
'pilgrimage' of being peaceful each day in the face of adversity, whatever comes your way.
This you do by being to God's Command TRUE, not by 'travelling' here or there and 'bowing'
to priests, but by staying peaceful and forgiving in the face of the merciless. You must not
defend your flesh with force; you defend your soul by being peaceful.
The 'blessings' bestowed upon you by 'priests' are but mere words spoken. God's blessing is
'automatically' bestowed upon you when you heed God's word and are thus only peaceful.
Conduct 'unbecoming' in the eyes of man's 'rules' needs be seen as different to conduct
unbecoming in the eyes of God. For any person disturbing the peace of another is
perpetrating abuse, and their conduct is bad and ahead, they are punished by God.
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~ Understanding 'Lawlessness' ~
Man uses the 'banner' of legal v/s the 'banner' of illegal in his 'quest' to enforce his decrees
and also in his quest to maintain peace in the land. This 'paper' is 'aimed' at exposing the
reality behind 'lawlessness' with its hidden 'agenda' that is only seen by God and me.
There is 'apparent' lawlessness and there is 'hidden' lawlessness.
Lawlessness is the 'apparent' illegal application of abuse or 'disturbance' of the peace without
being 'brought to account.'
Example 1 - A 'town' without a 'gun toting' Sheriff.
Example 2 - Someone is 'taking an eye' without 'losing an eye' in return.
This is 'apparent' lawlessness because the fulfilment of 'God's Law' of payback is not
perceived as being done. None 'aware of' or seeing that the 'sufferer' is in fact receiving their
'due' * at the hands of the vain and ignorant.
Note: 'due'* - All suffering 'endured' by people is the payback 'repayment' of a 'known' or an
'unseen' debt, accruing from their own 'offensive' behaviour that may have 'occurred' over
time and time in this realm or a 'prior' existence in spirit realms.
Hidden 'lawlessness' is where people are being 'abused,' but the abuse is not seen as such. It
is perceived as 'accountability' (Justice) and also, the 'lawlessness' of the 'State' officers and
judiciary in their 'administration of abuse' is not seen as 'lawlessness,' nor is it seen as abuse.
Only God the 'ultimate' Authority can 'administer' the payback 'eye for an eye' via man and
be 'above' HIS Law. Thus HIS 'apparent' or 'hidden' lawlessness. Only God the Authority is
'above' the law and 'lawful' in HIS distribution of punishment.
The 'authority' to punish invested in man via 'officialdom' enables man to become 'as God' as
he 'man' takes the 'eye for an eye' and, - - - this abusive 'taking' is neither seen as 'lawlessness'
nor is it 'known' to be 'subject to' the Law of God.
Let it here be known that 'lawlessness' (unlawful abuse) - - - be it perceived by man as
'apparent' or otherwise does not exist, for God the Dark Sovereign Power 'backs' all the vain
and 'ignorant' that are 'applying' abuse and, - - This abuse of others in any way by any person is the 'eye for an eye' Law of God in action. It
is only 'unlawful' for man to be the abuser, for and on behalf of God.
Be it the 'official' policing punishment, sanction, war, invasion of home or lands, seizure of
property etc., or be it the 'terrorist' in action, or be it the 'thief in the night,' or the 'child
abuser,' or the 'lad' that on a dark street does fight and, - - ALL are 'administering' legitimate payback for the Dark Sovereign Power, and ALL are
'subjects of' God and, - - - ALL will be punished by God, for 'lawlessness' does not exist in
God's eyes and, - - - for their 'illegitimate' use of HIS dark power, for as said, 'lawlessness'
does not exist in God's eyes and, - - -
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Any that defy the "Only love and do not disturb the peace of the land" Command, are by
God brought to account through any 'ignorant' man or by the Source in the afterlife.
It is now the time for man to see his apparently 'hidden' bastardry. For too long has man
'hidden' behind the façade of his 'office' mandate, as he ignorant man strode forth 'selfrighteously' and 'sinned' blindly.
Seeing not that his 'sin' was 'equal to' or 'greater than' the one 'perceived' as an offensive
criminal and, - - - self-righteous man foolishly 'took' it upon himself to be 'as God' and take
the 'eye for an eye' or 1000 times more and, - - He foolish vain man saw not that God sees all, and that the 'officers of State' that - - - 'drive
dangerously,' disturb the peace, invade, interfere, seize others possessions, carry guns,
manufacture armaments of war, deploy fire and brimstone upon others, kidnap citizens off
the street, hold them hostage in cells, treat them as 'offal,' and destroy lives and homes, - - Shall themselves be 'exposed' and be 'subjected to' the very same 'violations' as God via HIS
'demonic' force below 'SHOUTS' loudly and 'shows' HIS 'hidden' Might as revealed by my
'pen' with ITS 'insight.'
Let it here be known that the application of abuse (sinning) in any 'form' or manner by man is
'unlawful' in the eyes of God and, - - - if the police and judiciary and other 'officials' in the
various departments of 'government' that bring others to 'account' cannot see their
'complicity to brutality' then so it so be but, - - They shall now all be 'awakened' to their 'horrific' position as 'THE LAW' of God swings into
action OPENLY as revealed by me and, - - - suddenly the 'authority of man' is deposed by the
Dark Sovereign Power as HE proves to man that HE is the 'rightful' punitive Authority and, -HIS 'dark spirit forces,' being the souls of men that 'lived' before erupt 'mentally' from their
'torrid' Alien shore within the mind of 'common man' and, - - - a 'great' apparent 'lawlessness'
will exist on earth for a time but, - - The WORD 'apparent lawlessness' is but the 'mist' that hides the reality being, - - - that the
'terrorising' destroyers of all are the 'JUST' actions of GOD in action against those that defied
the 'Only love' Command.
I do 'hope' that soon, 'some' understand what I say and 'come' my way. For only the
'application' of an OPEN display of 'love' and true 'Correctional' Service to the community by
a true peace Corps, will halt the slide into the Abyss by policing 'forces,' for they all as 'yet'
are full of Pride & Vanity as they 'play' God.
Let all 'avengers' that become 'possessed' by demonic thoughts also know that they too are all
'accountable' to God, and as their 'spirit souls' depart the flesh of this world, their 'souls' will
be thrust below to 'join' the 'demons' and be 'knurled' and 'reamed' with pain by the 'presses'
of God in the underworld.
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Let us 'observe' the way all minds now 'swerve' away from 'respect & sanity' as dark
emotions arise within all the unwise. Greater 'insanity & punishment' will be seen within the
'confines' of 'Council' and 'Government' and in the 'general' public.
All men will be subjected to powerful intrusive and overriding* thoughts that 'vainly' and
'unchallenged' impose their commands and demands within each unprotected and ignorant
'psyche.'
Note: powerful intrusive and overriding* - Known as 'spirit possession,' the mind being
telepathically overpowered, and the 'person' becomes controlled as a 'robot' carrying out the
invisible dictates of their 'possessor.' *
Note: 'possessor.' * - Ultimately being the Dark Sovereign Power operating through the
minds of demonic forces, that are 'incited' and inspired and 'authorised' to mentally invade
and control and destroy the human race. Their mental 'access' being via the vibration of the
'sin' in man, being the dark negative emotions.
Show your respect to your Creator and protect your mind and soul by only giving good
'counsel' to 'offenders' and humbly go your way in PEACE, by showing respect to your
fellow man.
It is time to also reflect on the 'legality' of the 'bringing' of offenders to punitive 'account' by
police & judiciary, that is presently perceived as 'lawful.' (Permitted by law) For the actions
of the police and judiciary 'if' carried out by the public would be 'classified' as 'unlawful.'
For in the 'course' of their 'duty' of bringing others to 'account' for their perceived sins, the
police & judiciary are 'permitted' by legislation to 'sin,' as they by rules are forced to 'invade,
wage war, take hostage, incarcerate, abuse, cause pain, or even kill.'
Thus the policing 'authority' operates 'above' the law of man (rules), and its 'warriors' are
granted immunity from prosecution for their 'offending' ways. None seeing that this
immunity is looked on with contempt by the Dark Sovereign Power that is using them as its
'killers.'
Man in 'authority' tells the public : "Do not take the law into your hands and 'punish'
offenders, as we are mandated to so do." Thus is 'man' untrue, for all men in any 'position'
are 'subject to' God and God's punitive law.
For there is no 'difference' in applying abuse as an 'apparent' lawless abuser, or applying
abuse via the 'Law of God' or the 'rules of man' (man's law). All abuse of God's children is
'sinning' and forbidden by God.
The use of 'force' is forbidden by God.
Using 'dark' energy is forbidden by God.
Causing 'pain' to others is forbidden by God.
Any form of 'retribution' is forbidden by God.
Disturbing the 'peace of the land' is forbidden by God.
In 'any' of the above you are supping energy from the tree of EVIL.
All are 'accountable' to God, and all are brought to 'account' by God.
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Remember that if you 'enter' the Abyss there is a 'depth' therein where the 'essence' of hope
does not exist. For the 'mists' of death are too strong, and wherever you go there are none
that any 'truth' know. Thus are you lost, for your heart is cold and full of vengeance and
frost.
Thus all you 'can' do is to the Dark Sovereign Power be true. For HIS 'thoughts' of 'Justice' fill
your mind and you remain blind to 'forgiveness' and as for HIS 'avenging' arm you work, the
dark energy grows within your soul, and heavier it gets and the more you fret as you 'sink'
deeper and deeper out of sight.
Lost in the dark forever.
The 'entire' human race has become 'trapped by darkness,' and this is obvious by the
'amount' of people that are 'vindictive, abusive, retributionary, merciless, and unforgiving.'
They are 'unknowingly' being used by the darkness to 'spread' its 'poison,' and at the same
time their souls are becoming 'leaden' and ensnared by its cunning and power. Let us quickly
'awaken' from our sleep and fight 'back' by being kind by rejecting dark thoughts seeking to
overpower our reason. Only this way will we:
Live in the Light forever.
~ Understanding 'Rules' ~
&
The 'life or death' Club
There are many 'types' of Rules, some 'dictate' the 'terms & policies' of organisations such as
the 'Yacht Club, Golf Club, Football Club' etc. Being their 'rules of engagement or 'dress' code
etc.
The 'rules' referred to in this 'article' are only in respect of the 'ideological' rules of
engagement in the 'Club' or 'Religion of death' Club. Being every government 'body' on earth.
For only these organisations demand your 'full-time' participation and complete 'observance'
to their RULES, and their rules have the 'power' of 'life or death' over you, due to them being
'backed' by a private 'policing' army that is 'armed' and, - - - it is 'backed' by the invisible
satanic & punitive 'Army of God' the Dark Sovereign Power.
The 'government' Club is not 'optional,' it is forced participation. Only the truly true believers
will defy ITS demands, as they follow the loving & caring & mercifully forgiving ideology of
the TRUE God.
A 'Rule' is a 'statement' written by 'a' man for and on behalf of another man or a group of
men that via the 'enshrined' rule state:
"We have decided that you and all must comply with our 'belief' and 'ideology,' and as our
'statement' enshrined in our 'sacred texts' (statutes) is enforceable by force of arms and, - - - as
we are the 'authority' backed by force of arms, and are thus in control of you, - - -
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We further state that the 'rules' are not 'democratic,' for they are 'autocratic,' and their
'dictates' must be adhered to by you and your children in perpetuity and, - - If any of you 'try' to avoid the 'ruling' of the RULE, or do not comply with its 'dictates,' we
using force of arms will hunt you down and either abuse you, confine you, tax you, or
destroy you and your family."
A 'Rule' is also a 'statement' that legitimises other rules. These other rules 'authorise' control
of others, extortion from others, the enslavement of others, and the punishment of others
and, - - The 'same' rule or rules by their very 'existence' mandate any 'believer' or 'supporter' or
'administrator' of said rule to use any force or punitive 'coercion' needed by them to ensure
that all comply with ITS 'mandated' dark ideology.
Oh foolish 'vain' man, seeing not that his 'feelings' of power as he 'exercises' his 'rights' to
control and subjugate and punish, as 'bequeathed' upon him by said rules, are the very 'rules'
that enslave him to eternal servitude and suffering at the hands of their invisible 'Dictator,'
the Dark Sovereign Power.
For the rules that 'control or extort or punish' are telepathically 'dictated' by the Dark
Sovereign Power through the 'possessed' * vain minds of power hungry men and their
'legislators.'
The 'Rule' is the 'command' of the Autocratic Dictator authorising 'control of others, extortion
from others, and punishment of others, all in the 'guise' of democratic benevolence and, - - This they deserve to 'suffer' due to their ongoing 'support' of its dark anti-God' way and, - - none see that the 'agenda' of the 'hidden' Dark Sovereign Power is the TOTAL
'impoverishment' and control and ETERNAL enslavement over all 'using' the rules, as well as
ALL complying with the rules.
All suffer and 'wither' and 'die' spiritually, due to the rules forcing them into defiance of the
Command of the God of LIFE. Any 'rule' that gives you 'power' over another is your own
'death warrant,' bequeathed unto you by the deceiver.
If you 'use' its satanic power by 'placing' its powerful 'ring' upon your finger, then not only
will you be 'hard-pressed' to take it off, but you will find it 'hard' to give up your 'mercenary'
wage and, - - You will find it hard to 'retire' and step off the 'stage' of false 'lights' and false 'stardom.' You
will also find it 'hard' to 'retreat' unarmed into the forest like me, 'awaiting' to see 'who or
what' God sends your way. Be it 'beauty,' or the BEAST to 'feast' upon your carcass for your
past ways.
Either way, I 'pray' that as me, you 'see' that the TRUE way is not by 'forcing' others to
conform to RULES, but together we implement a 'safe' Strategy to guide all into 'calmer'
waters, as we 'jointly' set aside the use of force, and only give good counsel unto others.
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The Dark Sovereign Power permits people to 'fellowship' with other 'personal' religious
groups, in order to let them to 'gullibly' think they are safe and saved.
None seeing that as they 'bow' to these other 'Altars,' that they are still 'bowing' to HIM. For
all these other religious 'Clubs' were 'inspired' by HIM. For all believe in 'attack or defend'
using force of arms, and all are 'controlling' and manipulative and 'governed' by GREED.
It matters not to HIM, 'which' belief you 'think' you aspire to. For as long as you conform to,
and comply with, HIS 'governance' via punitive Institutional Rules, you are in fact by deed a
'follower' of HIS dark and punitive 'Order,' and you all defy the TRUE God of Light.
Note: possessed * - Any person 'intending' to 'hunt down, seek out, persecute, prosecute,
bring to account, punish, abuse, control, enslave, or be a 'sneak' or 'whistle blower,' with the
sole intent of aiding or bringing the other to 'account' for the express purpose of
'punishment,' is a person 'surrounded' by, and inspired by invisible demons and, - - Is a person that has 'become' a mentally disturbed person that is 'incited' or inspired
'telepathically' by intrusive thoughts emanating directly from the Dark Sovereign Power via
HIS demonic forces below.
No person in their 'right' mind would even consider 'reparation' and vengeance when their
God says: "Be merciful, forgiving, and loving." Thus it follows that the 'above' nature of man
is a 'lost' soul needing God's counsel and redirection for their error.
Note: - Any person 'scheming' ways to control, invade, extort, enslave, or raise up any 'rule'
that will 'interfere' with the 'ways' or 'lives' or 'beliefs' of others, is a person that has 'become'
a mentally disturbed person that is 'incited' or inspired 'telepathically' by intrusive thoughts
emanating directly from the Dark Sovereign Power via HIS demonic forces below.
Note: - Any person that in any way 'momentarily' or otherwise that abuses any other in any
way, is a person that has 'become' a mentally disturbed person that is 'incited' or inspired
'telepathically' by intrusive thoughts emanating directly from the Dark Sovereign Power via
HIS demonic forces below.
Now you can see the 'sickening' reality that everybody on earth is a 'person that has become
a person' that is at times 'insanely' possessed and in need of God's good counsel and, - - - this
'spirit possession' takes place as their minds are 'overpowered' by dark intrusive thoughts,
being thoughts of vengeance. All this due to their inner Sin. (Negative emotions).
Note: - Some may 'wonder' at how 'apparently' meek or 'weak' individuals can suddenly
'erupt' into a frenzy of 'attack' upon others that are 'strangers' or close family.
This is due to them 'losing their mind' to others overpowering thoughts from below, and it is
their 'demonic' emotions and thoughts that flow UP and 'sup' cruelly and mercilessly upon
'someone' perceived by 'man' as an 'innocent.'
'As ye Rule - so shall ye be Ruled'
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~ Understanding 'accountability' ~
Your painful accountability 'debts to God' do mount as you bring others too 'account' for
their criminal * misdeeds.
Note: criminal * - Any person that is 'sinning' against another 'child of god' is a criminal in
the eyes of God and, - - - - one needing to be brought to 'account' to be punished by God.
A criminal is one that commits a 'crime' against another, as they: 'deceive them, steal from
them, or abuse them in any way, by inflicting mental or emotional or physical pain, or
interfere in their lives for the purpose of punishment.'
Man sees not that he is 'accountable' for all his misdeeds carried out in the 'course' of his
'perceived' duty to man or God. Man sees not that as 'he' brings others to their 'knees,' and
'gloats' over their 'misfortune' and his own 'good' fortune, that his own deeds were 'contrary'
to God's "Only love" command and, - - He also sees not that all 'suffering' imposed as 'justice' is added to his own 'account' as God's
'book' of life or death is daily 'tallied' by God. Man also sees not the immense 'co-lateral' and
other damage and injury he causes in his efforts in bringing others to 'account' for their
misdeeds.
All 'criminal' agencies or 'dark' operatives believe that their 'actions' are justified, and all
believe that they are doing 'right' in their cause against the other.
Let it here be known that all persons bringing others to 'account' for the purpose of
punishment are the Devil's stooges. Yes, it matters not their belief or cause or 'station' in life.
All become 'bound over' to the Dark Sovereign Power for a time and a time in the 'afterlife.'
So whether you are 'Attila the Hun', Bush or Saddam or 'Maggie' or just the 'child' or 'wife'
abuser, or the 'arresting' police officer, you are all in the Devil's employ as you 'toy' with
darkness.
Try and understand that God knows and sees all, and all 'participants' to any 'abuse' of HIS
children of any 'race' or land has an 'accountability' factor and, - - HE imposes HIS 'darkness' via HIS stooges, and then drops them (the stooges) to their 'knees'
and confines them all into 'cells' in the afterlife, when they 'freeze' in solitude and
emotionally bleed.
By all means peacefully 'haul in' those perceived by God as 'criminals,' and educate them as
per the good counsel of this pen. Remember, as the Dark Sovereign Power uses you to be to
IT 'true' and bring others to account that used ITS 'force,' - - - your 'debts' to IT do mount and,
--It matters not to IT how long with ITS dark power you 'play,' - - - - one day IT will 'decide' to
come to your 'door' FOR SURE. Just as the 'bush fire' sweeps across the 'plains' when least
expected and 'devours' all in its path.
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Try and understand that a Rule is but text in a 'book' of Statutes perceived by man as being
sacred. The reality is, that this unholy 'scripture' is the 'ungodly' Bible 'held' in high esteem
by legislators and governing 'officials' of the State religion that poses as a secular Institution.
So any 'person' or 'officer' of the State in any 'department' that takes a wage to 'uphold' any
Rule that requires them to seek punitive 'redress' and bring another to account, defile their
own soul and bring 'accountability' upon themselves under God's supreme Law: "As you do
is done unto you."
Punitive accountability is God's prerogative ONLY.
Man is 'incensed' with the need to haul in 'offenders' to punish them. Seeing not that NONE
ever 'get away,' as God knows all and sees all. By all means 'haul in' offenders to educate
them.
Ponder a moment, from 'where' do your vengeful & hateful emotions arise? Or is it possibly
not 'emotional' but merely the false teaching of your forefathers, that 'demands' that you or
your 'servants' bring others to 'accountable' justice? And why do I not seek retribution?
Your 'hateful' emotions are the 'sin,' the Dark energy of the Source that over eons of time you
drew into your soul. Thus you 'feel' what you feel, and 'think' what you think, being the
'thoughts and emotions' of the Dark aspect of the Source.
As for me, my soul is 'clear' and shining bright, and I have no negative energy within, (Sin)
only pure Light. It is thus that I am 'forgiving' to those as you yet 'in sin' living. Any person
'feeling' justified to unforgivingly 'criticise, condemn, or abuse,' is a 'dark' operative, and
ahead they will be brought to 'account' by God.
So if from the Dark Sovereign Power you would become 'accountably' free, then read all
given now by me. For any of you that continue 'on' drawing-in dark energy as you others
abuse, your soul will become 'so' infused with it that its 'weight' will drag you very deep and
icy 'pain' into your 'marrow' will seep.
The Dark Sovereign Power will do all HE can to keep you on HIS 'line.' For HIS intent is to
destroy ALL that 'live' as 'bloody' swine as they 'dine' on HIS children.
Man seeks immediate 'accountability' for any perceived 'injustice' or contravention of a Rule,
not 'wishing' to let the 'offender' get away. Have you ever 'considered' the 'fury' you would
'face' if you in any way 'abused' the child of the most angry, hateful, resentful, vindictive, and
merciless man in existence?
Even if you abused them 'simply' because they did not 'conform' to one of the Rules that you
'hold' sacred? No you cannot for you cannot see 'ahead,' and thus 'fear' not the possibility of a
'belly' full of dread.
Well I just want you to 'consider' the possibility that the Dark Sovereign Power the Father
having 'ad infinitum' all the above emotions and more, driving HIM 'insane' with your daily
deeds against HIS children and, - - -

